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My deepest thanks go to Karen Strom, my late life-companion, who  
for fifty-six years, was friend, lover, collaborator, and muse.  
She is the one who first led me to Death Valley and opened  

my eyes and soul to its beauty and mystery.  
I miss her inspiration, companionship, and indomitable spirit.

— STEPHEN E. STROM
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Forget what you think you know 
about beauty and what lasts. 

These forsaken hills and salt flats
erosion dune encrustation

are ghosts of a lake a storm a savannah 
all here and gone like the stars 

that blew apart to make
the complicated molecules 

here now organized and named
Funeral Hills and Eureka Valley

Dante’s View and Zabriskie Point
a vast space where the land

can think about itself
without distractions

perfect in its desolation
and yet full of the long story

of invention that has been spilling
out of space the dull force

that has been pulling the valley apart 
the blazing heat that has purified

the air and made the past lie down to rest 
the future wait for a moment before descending.
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Black ribbon of asphalt unspools 
through the Amargosa Chaos 

as you leave the dull glow
of towns forgotten when 
mines shut down and you 

descend through chalk hills 
stained with iron red bands

terrain gutted and gullied by time 
a place where migrant and miner 

picked their way through rock 
made tea from twigs

forced water to rise in a dry pit
they came to call a well

and marked with stovepipe
their lost voices distant
as the bells that hung

on a mine mule’s harness
echoing long the tasks

once necessary in the world’s
machinery then lost. You feel

a rift opening right down 
to the fossil bed of your cells.






